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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following describes the main purpose of strace?
A. Debug programs by displaying the original code of the
program. Itis a kind of "disassembler"
B. Reverse engineer applications, resulting in the source code
of the program
C. Show the TCP/IP stack data, to help to solve network
problems
D. Help to follow the traces of intruders of the internal
network
E. Debug programs by monitoring system calls and reporting them
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following statements is false?
A. The Data Format Transformation pattern is one of the
patterns that comprise the Service
Broker pattern.
B. The Data Format Transformation pattern is applied in
situations where there is a need to
convert data between disparate XML schemas.
C. When applying the Data Format Transformation pattern, data
format transformation logic
can be the responsibility of a service fa?ade component that is
tasked with converting
between proprietary and standardized data formats.
D. Some transport protocols can be associated with specific
data formats, in which case it
makes sense to apply the Data Format Transformation pattern
together with the Protocol
Bridging pattern.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
According to the PwC report China Aviation Oil, in order to
avoid recording and reporting losses, the company adopted which
approach covering up its losses?
A. selling short-term options with extremely low-risk profiles
to generate premiums to cover the cost of closing out
loss-making option positions
B. selling short-term options with extremely high-risk profiles
to generate premiums to cover the cost of closing out
loss-making option positions
C. selling long-term options with extremely low-risk profiles
to generate premiums to cover the cost of closing out
loss-making option positions
D. selling long-term options with extremely high-risk profiles
to generate premiums to cover the cost of closing out

loss-making option positions
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit. Client 1 cannot communication with Client
2. Both clients are using Cisco AnyConnect and have established
a successful SSL VPN connection to the hub ASA. Which command
on the ASA is missing?
A. split-tunnel-network list
B. same-security-traffic permit inter-interface
C. dns-server value 10.1.1.3
D. same-security-traffic permit intera-interface
Answer: D
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